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Anna Murray-Douglass Academy School No. 12 Celebrates the Culmination of Month-Long Summer of Discovery

Who:
Students enrolled in the ROC Explorers Summer of Discovery Program at Anna Murray-Douglass Academy School No. 12

What:
Summer of Discovery celebration of learning

When:
Friday, August 4, 2023, 9:30 a.m.

Where:
Anna Murray-Douglass Academy School No. 12
999 South Avenue
Rochester, NY 14620

Details:
Students enrolled in the ROC Explorers Summer of Discovery Program at Anna Murray-Douglass Academy School No. 12 are celebrating the culmination of four weeks of learning with family members.

The ROC Explorers program, for students in grades K – 5, allowed them to explore the natural world at places like Ellison Park and the Seneca Park Zoo. Students also had the opportunity to study local history with a field trip to the Harriet Tubman House in Auburn, NY, and participate in an African art and dance exhibit at World of Inquiry School No. 58.

The celebration on Friday, August 4 will include the Borinquen Dance Theatre and D’Lores Simmons, known as the “Storiteacha.” She is a retired RCSD teacher who taught for 32 years and is a member of the Blackstorytelling League of Rochester. Simmons has shared stories in schools, colleges, libraries, and churches, which have been educating, inspiring, healing, and entertaining people since 1997.
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